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KEY=EDITION - CONRAD MCMAHON
Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval Springer Due to the fast growth of the Web and the diﬃculties in ﬁnding
desired information, eﬃcient and eﬀective information retrieval systems have become more important than ever, and
the search engine has become an essential tool for many people. The ranker, a central component in every search
engine, is responsible for the matching between processed queries and indexed documents. Because of its central role,
great attention has been paid to the research and development of ranking technologies. In addition, ranking is also
pivotal for many other information retrieval applications, such as collaborative ﬁltering, deﬁnition ranking, question
answering, multimedia retrieval, text summarization, and online advertisement. Leveraging machine learning
technologies in the ranking process has led to innovative and more eﬀective ranking models, and eventually to a
completely new research area called “learning to rank”. Liu ﬁrst gives a comprehensive review of the major
approaches to learning to rank. For each approach he presents the basic framework, with example algorithms, and he
discusses its advantages and disadvantages. He continues with some recent advances in learning to rank that cannot
be simply categorized into the three major approaches – these include relational ranking, query-dependent ranking,
transfer ranking, and semisupervised ranking. His presentation is completed by several examples that apply these
technologies to solve real information retrieval problems, and by theoretical discussions on guarantees for ranking
performance. This book is written for researchers and graduate students in both information retrieval and machine
learning. They will ﬁnd here the only comprehensive description of the state of the art in a ﬁeld that has driven the
recent advances in search engine development. Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval Springer Science & Business
Media Due to the fast growth of the Web and the diﬃculties in ﬁnding desired information, eﬃcient and eﬀective
information retrieval systems have become more important than ever, and the search engine has become an essential
tool for many people. The ranker, a central component in every search engine, is responsible for the matching between
processed queries and indexed documents. Because of its central role, great attention has been paid to the research
and development of ranking technologies. In addition, ranking is also pivotal for many other information retrieval
applications, such as collaborative ﬁltering, deﬁnition ranking, question answering, multimedia retrieval, text
summarization, and online advertisement. Leveraging machine learning technologies in the ranking process has led to
innovative and more eﬀective ranking models, and eventually to a completely new research area called “learning to
rank”. Liu ﬁrst gives a comprehensive review of the major approaches to learning to rank. For each approach he
presents the basic framework, with example algorithms, and he discusses its advantages and disadvantages. He
continues with some recent advances in learning to rank that cannot be simply categorized into the three major
approaches – these include relational ranking, query-dependent ranking, transfer ranking, and semisupervised
ranking. His presentation is completed by several examples that apply these technologies to solve real information
retrieval problems, and by theoretical discussions on guarantees for ranking performance. This book is written for
researchers and graduate students in both information retrieval and machine learning. They will ﬁnd here the only
comprehensive description of the state of the art in a ﬁeld that has driven the recent advances in search engine
development. Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing, Second Edition Springer
Nature Learning to rank refers to machine learning techniques for training a model in a ranking task. Learning to rank
is useful for many applications in information retrieval, natural language processing, and data mining. Intensive
studies have been conducted on its problems recently, and signiﬁcant progress has been made. This lecture gives an
introduction to the area including the fundamental problems, major approaches, theories, applications, and future
work. The author begins by showing that various ranking problems in information retrieval and natural language
processing can be formalized as two basic ranking tasks, namely ranking creation (or simply ranking) and ranking
aggregation. In ranking creation, given a request, one wants to generate a ranking list of oﬀerings based on the
features derived from the request and the oﬀerings. In ranking aggregation, given a request, as well as a number of
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ranking lists of oﬀerings, one wants to generate a new ranking list of the oﬀerings. Ranking creation (or ranking) is the
major problem in learning to rank. It is usually formalized as a supervised learning task. The author gives detailed
explanations on learning for ranking creation and ranking aggregation, including training and testing, evaluation,
feature creation, and major approaches. Many methods have been proposed for ranking creation. The methods can be
categorized as the pointwise, pairwise, and listwise approaches according to the loss functions they employ. They can
also be categorized according to the techniques they employ, such as the SVM based, Boosting based, and Neural
Network based approaches. The author also introduces some popular learning to rank methods in details. These
include: PRank, OC SVM, McRank, Ranking SVM, IR SVM, GBRank, RankNet, ListNet & ListMLE, AdaRank, SVM MAP,
SoftRank, LambdaRank, LambdaMART, Borda Count, Markov Chain, and CRanking. The author explains several example
applications of learning to rank including web search, collaborative ﬁltering, deﬁnition search, keyphrase extraction,
query dependent summarization, and re-ranking in machine translation. A formulation of learning for ranking creation
is given in the statistical learning framework. Ongoing and future research directions for learning to rank are also
discussed. Table of Contents: Learning to Rank / Learning for Ranking Creation / Learning for Ranking Aggregation /
Methods of Learning to Rank / Applications of Learning to Rank / Theory of Learning to Rank / Ongoing and Future
Work An Introduction to Neural Information Retrieval Foundations and Trends (R) in Information Retrieval Eﬃcient
Query Processing for Scalable Web Search will be a valuable reference for researchers and developers working on This
tutorial provides an accessible, yet comprehensive, overview of the state-of-the-art of Neural Information Retrieval.
Introduction to Information Retrieval Cambridge University Press Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches
classical and web information retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text classiﬁcation and text
clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-to-date treatment of all aspects of the design and implementation of
systems for gathering, indexing, and searching documents; methods for evaluating systems; and an introduction to the
use of machine learning methods on text collections. All the important ideas are explained using examples and ﬁgures,
making it perfect for introductory courses in information retrieval for advanced undergraduates and graduate students
in computer science. Based on feedback from extensive classroom experience, the book has been carefully structured
in order to make teaching more natural and eﬀective. Slides and additional exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are
also available through the book's supporting website to help course instructors prepare their lectures. A Regression
Framework for Learning to Rank in Web Information Retrieval Machine learning approaches for learning ranking
functions have been generating much interest from both the web information retrieval community and the machine
learning community recently. It has the promise of improved relevancy of search engines and reduced demand for
manual parameter tuning. We focus on developing a regression framework for learning to rank with complex loss
functions. More speciﬁcally, this framework ﬁrst applies functional iterative or boosting algorithm to compute updates
for a given loss function and then ﬁt the updates with a standard regression base learner. We explore supervised
learning methodology from machine learning, and we distinguish two types of relevance judgments used as the
training data: (1) absolute relevance judgments arising from explicit labeling of query-document pairs; and (2) relative
relevance judgments extracted from user click-throughs of search results or converted from the absolute relevance
judgments. Within the framework, we propose three novel ranking algorithms and illustrate their application to web
search ranking. The ﬁrst one is to calibrate the existing point-wise(univariant) regression loss to incorporate query
diﬀerence in terms of introducing nuisance parameters in the statistical models, and we present an alternating
optimization method to simultaneously learn the retrieval function and the nuisance parameters. It is an improvement
over the existing approach within the category of learning to rank using point-wise regression loss. The second is an
extension of gradient boosting methods for point-wise regression loss to complex(multi-variant) loss functions. It is
based on optimization of quadratic upper bounds of the loss functions which allows us to present a rigorous
convergence analysis of the algorithm. We illustrate an application of this approach in pair-wise preference learning to
rank for Web search by combining both preference data and labeled data. The third one is a list-wise approach based
on minimum eﬀort optimization that takes into account the entire training data within a query at each iteration. We
tackle this optimization problem using functional iterative methods where the update at each iteration is computed by
solving an isotonic regression problem. This more global approach results in faster convergency and signﬁcantly
improved performance of the learned ranking functions over existing state-of-the-art methods. Experimental results
are carried out using both data sets obtained from a commercial search engine and widely used IR benchmarking data,
namely OHSUMED and TREC. Our results show signiﬁcant improvements of our proposed methods over existing stateof-the-art methods. Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing Morgan & Claypool
Learning to rank refers to machine learning techniques for training the model in a ranking task. Learning to rank is
useful for many applications in information retrieval, natural language processing, and data mining. Intensive studies
have been conducted on the problem recently and signiﬁcant progress has been made. This lecture gives an
introduction to the area including the fundamental problems, existing approaches, theories, applications, and future
work. The author begins by showing that various ranking problems in information retrieval and natural language
processing can be formalized as two basic ranking tasks, namely ranking creation (or simply ranking) and ranking
aggregation. In ranking creation, given a request, one wants to generate a ranking list of oﬀerings based on the
features derived from the request and the oﬀerings. In ranking aggregation, given a request, as well as a number of
ranking lists of oﬀerings, one wants to generate a new ranking list of the oﬀerings. Ranking creation (or ranking) is the
major problem in learning to rank. It is usually formalized as a supervised learning task. The author gives detailed
explanations on learning for ranking creation and ranking aggregation, including training and testing, evaluation,
feature creation, and major approaches. Many methods have been proposed for ranking creation. The methods can be
categorized as the pointwise, pairwise, and listwise approaches according to the loss functions they employ. They can
also be categorized according to the techniques they employ, such as the SVM based, Boosting SVM, Neural Network
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based approaches. The author also introduces some popular learning to rank methods in details. These include PRank,
OC SVM, Ranking SVM, IR SVM, GBRank, RankNet, LambdaRank, ListNet & ListMLE, AdaRank, SVM MAP, SoftRank,
Borda Count, Markov Chain, and CRanking. The author explains several example applications of learning to rank
including web search, collaborative ﬁltering, deﬁnition search, keyphrase extraction, query dependent summarization,
and re-ranking in machine translation. A formulation of learning for ranking creation is given in the statistical learning
framework. Ongoing and future research directions for learning to rank are also discussed. Table of Contents:
Introduction / Learning for Ranking Creation / Learning for Ranking Aggregation / Methods of Learning to Rank /
Applications of Learning to Rank / Theory of Learning to Rank / Ongoing and Future Work Statistical Language Models
for Information Retrieval Morgan & Claypool Publishers As online information grows dramatically, search engines such
as Google are playing a more and more important role in our lives. Critical to all search engines is the problem of
designing an eﬀective retrieval model that can rank documents accurately for a given query. This has been a central
research problem in information retrieval for several decades. In the past ten years, a new generation of retrieval
models, often referred to as statistical language models, has been successfully applied to solve many diﬀerent
information retrieval problems. Compared with the traditional models such as the vector space model, these new
models have a more sound statistical foundation and can leverage statistical estimation to optimize retrieval
parameters. They can also be more easily adapted to model non-traditional and complex retrieval problems.
Empirically, they tend to achieve comparable or better performance than a traditional model with less eﬀort on
parameter tuning. This book systematically reviews the large body of literature on applying statistical language
models to information retrieval with an emphasis on the underlying principles, empirically eﬀective language models,
and language models developed for non-traditional retrieval tasks. All the relevant literature has been synthesized to
make it easy for a reader to digest the research progress achieved so far and see the frontier of research in this area.
The book also oﬀers practitioners an informative introduction to a set of practically useful language models that can
eﬀectively solve a variety of retrieval problems. No prior knowledge about information retrieval is required, but some
basic knowledge about probability and statistics would be useful for fully digesting all the details. Table of Contents:
Introduction / Overview of Information Retrieval Models / Simple Query Likelihood Retrieval Model / Complex Query
Likelihood Model / Probabilistic Distance Retrieval Model / Language Models for Special Retrieval Tasks / Language
Models for Latent Topic Analysis / Conclusions Fast and Reliable Online Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval "The
amount of digital data we produce every day far surpasses our ability to process this data, and ﬁnding useful
information in this constant ﬂow of data has become one of the major challenges of the 21st century. Search engines
are one way of accessing large data collections. Their algorithms have evolved far beyond simply matching search
queries to sets of documents. Today's most sophisticated search engines combine hundreds of relevance signals to
provide the best possible results for each searcher. Current approaches for tuning the parameters of search engines
can be highly eﬀective. However, they typically require considerable expertise and manual eﬀort. They rely on
supervised learning to rank, meaning that they learn from manually annotated examples of relevant documents for
given queries. Obtaining large quantities of suﬃciently accurate manual annotations is becoming increasingly diﬃcult,
especially for personalized search, access to sensitive data, or search in settings that change over time. In this thesis, I
develop new online learning to rank techniques, based on insights from reinforcement learning. In contrast to
supervised approaches, these methods allow search engines to learn directly from users' interactions. User
interactions can typically be observed easily and cheaply, and reﬂect the preferences of real users. Interpreting user
interactions and learning from them is challenging, because they can be biased and noisy. The contributions of this
thesis include a novel interleaved comparison method, called probabilistic interleave, that allows unbiased
comparisons of search engine result rankings, and methods for learning quickly and eﬀectively from the resulting
relative feedback. The obtained analytical and experimental results show how search engines can eﬀectively learn
from user interactions."--Omslag. Preference Learning Springer Science & Business Media The topic of preferences is a
new branch of machine learning and data mining, and it has attracted considerable attention in artiﬁcial intelligence
research in previous years. It involves learning from observations that reveal information about the preferences of an
individual or a class of individuals. Representing and processing knowledge in terms of preferences is appealing as it
allows one to specify desires in a declarative way, to combine qualitative and quantitative modes of reasoning, and to
deal with inconsistencies and exceptions in a ﬂexible manner. And, generalizing beyond training data, models thus
learned may be used for preference prediction. This is the ﬁrst book dedicated to this topic, and the treatment is
comprehensive. The editors ﬁrst oﬀer a thorough introduction, including a systematic categorization according to
learning task and learning technique, along with a uniﬁed notation. The ﬁrst half of the book is organized into parts on
label ranking, instance ranking, and object ranking; while the second half is organized into parts on applications of
preference learning in multiattribute domains, information retrieval, and recommender systems. The book will be of
interest to researchers and practitioners in artiﬁcial intelligence, in particular machine learning and data mining, and
in ﬁelds such as multicriteria decision-making and operations research. Advances in Information Retrieval 42nd
European Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2020, Lisbon, Portugal, April 14–17, 2020, Proceedings, Part II Springer
Nature This two-volume set LNCS 12035 and 12036 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 42nd European
Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2020, held in Lisbon, Portugal, in April 2020.* The 55 full papers presented together
with 8 reproducibility papers, 46 short papers, 10 demonstration papers, 12 invited CLEF papers, 7 doctoral consortium
papers, 4 workshop papers, and 3 tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected from 457 submissions. They were
organized in topical sections named: Part I: deep learning I; entities; evaluation; recommendation; information
extraction; deep learning II; retrieval; multimedia; deep learning III; queries; IR – general; question answering,
prediction, and bias; and deep learning IV. Part II: reproducibility papers; short papers; demonstration papers; CLEF
organizers lab track; doctoral consortium papers; workshops; and tutorials. *Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this
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conference was held virtually. Advances in Information Retrieval 43rd European Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2021,
Virtual Event, March 28 – April 1, 2021, Proceedings, Part I Springer Nature This two-volume set LNCS 12656 and 12657
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 43rd European Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2021, held virtually in
March/April 2021, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 50 full papers presented together with 11 reproducibility papers,
39 short papers, 15 demonstration papers, 12 CLEF lab descriptions papers, 5 doctoral consortium papers, 5 workshop
abstracts, and 8 tutorials abstracts were carefully reviewed and selected from 436 submissions. The accepted
contributions cover the state of the art in IR: deep learning-based information retrieval techniques, use of entities and
knowledge graphs, recommender systems, retrieval methods, information extraction, question answering, topic and
prediction models, multimedia retrieval, and much more. Information Retrieval Implementing and Evaluating Search
Engines MIT Press An introduction to information retrieval, the foundation for modern search engines, that emphasizes
implementation and experimentation. Information retrieval is the foundation for modern search engines. This textbook
oﬀers an introduction to the core topics underlying modern search technologies, including algorithms, data structures,
indexing, retrieval, and evaluation. The emphasis is on implementation and experimentation; each chapter includes
exercises and suggestions for student projects. Wumpus—a multiuser open-source information retrieval system
developed by one of the authors and available online—provides model implementations and a basis for student work.
The modular structure of the book allows instructors to use it in a variety of graduate-level courses, including courses
taught from a database systems perspective, traditional information retrieval courses with a focus on IR theory, and
courses covering the basics of Web retrieval. In addition to its classroom use, Information Retrieval will be a valuable
reference for professionals in computer science, computer engineering, and software engineering. Online Evaluation
for Information Retrieval Provides a comprehensive overview of the topic. It shows how online evaluation is used for
controlled experiments, segmenting them into experiment designs that allow absolute or relative quality assessments.
It also includes an extensive discussion of recent work on data re-use, and experiment estimation based on historical
data. Machine Learning: ECML 2007 18th European Conference on Machine Learning, Warsaw, Poland, September
17-21, 2007, Proceedings Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th European Conference on
Machine Learning, ECML 2007, held in Warsaw, Poland, September 2007, jointly with PKDD 2007. The 41 revised full
papers and 37 revised short papers presented together with abstracts of four invited talks were carefully reviewed and
selected from 592 abstracts submitted to both, ECML and PKDD. The papers present a wealth of new results in the
area and address all current issues in machine learning. Machine Learning for Text Springer Text analytics is a ﬁeld
that lies on the interface of information retrieval,machine learning, and natural language processing, and this textbook
carefully covers a coherently organized framework drawn from these intersecting topics. The chapters of this textbook
is organized into three categories: - Basic algorithms: Chapters 1 through 7 discuss the classical algorithms for
machine learning from text such as preprocessing, similarity computation, topic modeling, matrix factorization,
clustering, classiﬁcation, regression, and ensemble analysis. - Domain-sensitive mining: Chapters 8 and 9 discuss the
learning methods from text when combined with diﬀerent domains such as multimedia and the Web. The problem of
information retrieval and Web search is also discussed in the context of its relationship with ranking and machine
learning methods. - Sequence-centric mining: Chapters 10 through 14 discuss various sequence-centric and natural
language applications, such as feature engineering, neural language models, deep learning, text summarization,
information extraction, opinion mining, text segmentation, and event detection. This textbook covers machine learning
topics for text in detail. Since the coverage is extensive,multiple courses can be oﬀered from the same book,
depending on course level. Even though the presentation is text-centric, Chapters 3 to 7 cover machine learning
algorithms that are often used indomains beyond text data. Therefore, the book can be used to oﬀer courses not just
in text analytics but also from the broader perspective of machine learning (with text as a backdrop). This textbook
targets graduate students in computer science, as well as researchers, professors, and industrial practitioners working
in these related ﬁelds. This textbook is accompanied with a solution manual for classroom teaching. Solving Least
Squares Problems SIAM This Classic edition includes a new appendix which summarizes the major developments since
the book was originally published in 1974. The additions are organized in short sections associated with each chapter.
An additional 230 references have been added, bringing the bibliography to over 400 entries. Appendix C has been
edited to reﬂect changes in the associated software package and software distribution method. Genetic Programming
IV Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence Springer Science & Business Media Genetic Programming IV:
Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence presents the application of GP to a wide variety of problems
involving automated synthesis of controllers, circuits, antennas, genetic networks, and metabolic pathways. The book
describes ﬁfteen instances where GP has created an entity that either infringes or duplicates the functionality of a
previously patented 20th-century invention, six instances where it has done the same with respect to post-2000
patented inventions, two instances where GP has created a patentable new invention, and thirteen other humancompetitive results. The book additionally establishes: GP now delivers routine human-competitive machine
intelligence GP is an automated invention machine GP can create general solutions to problems in the form of
parameterized topologies GP has delivered qualitatively more substantial results in synchrony with the relentless
iteration of Moore's Law Search Engines Information Retrieval in Practice Pearson Higher Ed This is the eBook of the
printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Search Engines: Information Retrieval in Practice is ideal for introductory information retrieval
courses at the undergraduate and graduate level in computer science, information science and computer engineering
departments. It is also a valuable tool for search engine and information retrieval professionals. Written by a leader in
the ﬁeld of information retrieval, Search Engines: Information Retrieval in Practice , is designed to give undergraduate
students the understanding and tools they need to evaluate, compare and modify search engines. Coverage of the
underlying IR and mathematical models reinforce key concepts. The book’s numerous programming exercises make
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extensive use of Galago, a Java-based open source search engine. Bandit Algorithms in Information Retrieval
Foundations and Trends(r) in I This monograph provides an overview of bandit algorithms inspired by various aspects
of Information Retrieval. It is accessible to anyone who has completed introductory to intermediate level courses in
machine learning and/or statistics. Second Workshop on Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval Modern Information
Retrieval Pearson Education India Relevance Ranking for Vertical Search Engines Newnes In plain, uncomplicated
language, and using detailed examples to explain the key concepts, models, and algorithms in vertical search ranking,
Relevance Ranking for Vertical Search Engines teaches readers how to manipulate ranking algorithms to achieve
better results in real-world applications. This reference book for professionals covers concepts and theories from the
fundamental to the advanced, such as relevance, query intention, location-based relevance ranking, and crossproperty ranking. It covers the most recent developments in vertical search ranking applications, such as freshnessbased relevance theory for new search applications, location-based relevance theory for local search applications, and
cross-property ranking theory for applications involving multiple verticals. Foreword by Ron Brachman, Chief Scientist
and Head, Yahoo! Labs Introduces ranking algorithms and teaches readers how to manipulate ranking algorithms for
the best results Covers concepts and theories from the fundamental to the advanced Discusses the state of the art:
development of theories and practices in vertical search ranking applications Includes detailed examples, case studies
and real-world situations Learning to Rank for Information Retrieval Occupational Outlook Handbook Search Result
Diversiﬁcation Now Publishers This primer reviews the published literature on search result diversiﬁcation. In
particular, it discusses the motivations for diversifying the search results for an ambiguous query and provides a
formal deﬁnition of the search result diversiﬁcation problem. In addition, it describes the most successful approaches
in the literature for producing and evaluating diversity in multiple search domains. Test Collection Based Evaluation of
Information Retrieval Systems Now Publishers Inc Use of test collections and evaluation measures to assess the
eﬀectiveness of information retrieval systems has its origins in work dating back to the early 1950s. Across the nearly
60 years since that work started, use of test collections is a de facto standard of evaluation. This monograph surveys
the research conducted and explains the methods and measures devised for evaluation of retrieval systems, including
a detailed look at the use of statistical signiﬁcance testing in retrieval experimentation. This monograph reviews more
recent examinations of the validity of the test collection approach and evaluation measures as well as outlining trends
in current research exploiting query logs and live labs. At its core, the modern-day test collection is little diﬀerent from
the structures that the pioneering researchers in the 1950s and 1960s conceived of. This tutorial and review shows
that despite its age, this long-standing evaluation method is still a highly valued tool for retrieval research. Modelling
and Development of Intelligent Systems 6th International Conference, MDIS 2019, Sibiu, Romania, October 3–5, 2019,
Revised Selected Papers Springer Nature This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Modelling and Development of Intelligent Systems, MDIS 2019, held in Sibiu, Romania, in October 2019.
The 13 revised full papers presented in the volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 31 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections on adaptive systems; conceptual modelling; data mining; intelligent systems
for decision support; machine learning. Information Retrieval Technology 5th Asia Information Retrieval Symposium,
AIRS 2009, Sapporo, Japan, October 21-23, 2009, Proceedings Springer Science & Business Media Asia Information
Retrieval Symposium (AIRS) 2009 was the ?fth AIRS conf- ence in the seriesestablished in 2004.The ?rst AIRS washeld
in Beijing, China, the second in Jeju, Korea, the third in Singapore and the fourth in Harbin, China. The AIRS
conferences trace their roots to the successful Information Retrieval with Asian Languages (IRAL) workshops, which
started in 1996. The AIRS series aims to bring together international researchers and dev- opers to exchange new
ideas and the latest results in information retrieval. The scope of the conference encompassed the theory and practice
of all aspects of information retrieval in text, audio, image, video, and multimedia data.
AIRS2009received82submissions,fromwhichwecarefullyselected18regular
papers(22%)and20(24%)postersthroughadouble-blindreviewingprocess.We are pleased to report that the conference
proceedings include contributions from not only Asian countries,but also from Finland, Italy, Australia,UK and USA. We
are grateful to Elizabeth Liddy, chair of ACM SIGIR, for accepting to be the honorary conference chair, and to Hokkaido
University for hosting the c- ference. We thank the Information Retrieval Facility, Microsoft Research Asia, Ricoh, Ltd.,
Global COE Program “Center for Next-Generation Information
TechnologyBasedonKnowledgeDiscoveryandKnowledgeFederation” andS- poro International Communication Plaza
Foundation for sponsoring the conf- ence, and Springer for publishing the conference proceedings as part of their
Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) series. We also thank ACM SIGIR and IPSJ SIGFI for giving the conference an
“in cooperation with” status. Advances in Information Retrieval 41st European Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2019,
Cologne, Germany, April 14–18, 2019, Proceedings, Part II Springer This two-volume set LNCS 11437 and 11438
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 41st European Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2019, held in Cologne,
Germany, in April 2019. The 48 full papers presented together with 2 keynote papers, 44 short papers, 8
demonstration papers, 8 invited CLEF papers, 11 doctoral consortium papers, 4 workshop papers, and 4 tutorials were
carefully reviewed and selected from 365 submissions. They were organized in topical sections named: Modeling
Relations; Classiﬁcation and Search; Recommender Systems; Graphs; Query Analytics; Representation; Reproducibility
(Systems); Reproducibility (Application); Neural IR; Cross Lingual IR; QA and Conversational Search; Topic Modeling;
Metrics; Image IR; Short Papers; Demonstration Papers; CLEF Organizers Lab Track; Doctoral Consortium Papers;
Workshops; and Tutorials. 2019 Amity International Conference on Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AICAI). Learning to Rank for
Information Retrieval (LR4IR 2007). Click Models for Web Search Morgan & Claypool Publishers With the rapid growth
of web search in recent years the problem of modeling its users has started to attract more and more attention of the
information retrieval community. This has several motivations. By building a model of user behavior we are essentially
developing a better understanding of a user, which ultimately helps us to deliver a better search experience. A model
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of user behavior can also be used as a predictive device for non-observed items such as document relevance, which
makes it useful for improving search result ranking. Finally, in many situations experimenting with real users is just
infeasible and hence user simulations based on accurate models play an essential role in understanding the
implications of algorithmic changes to search engine results or presentation changes to the search engine result page.
In this survey we summarize advances in modeling user click behavior on a web search engine result page. We present
simple click models as well as more complex models aimed at capturing non-trivial user behavior patterns on modern
search engine result pages. We discuss how these models compare to each other, what challenges they have, and what
ways there are to address these challenges. We also study the problem of evaluating click models and discuss the
main applications of click models. Data Fusion in Information Retrieval Springer Science & Business Media The
technique of data fusion has been used extensively in information retrieval due to the complexity and diversity of
tasks involved such as web and social networks, legal, enterprise, and many others. This book presents both a
theoretical and empirical approach to data fusion. Several typical data fusion algorithms are discussed, analyzed and
evaluated. A reader will ﬁnd answers to the following questions, among others: What are the key factors that aﬀect
the performance of data fusion algorithms signiﬁcantly? What conditions are favorable to data fusion algorithms?
CombSum and CombMNZ, which one is better? and why? What is the rationale of using the linear combination method?
How can the best fusion option be found under any given circumstances? Knowledge Graphs An Information Retrieval
Perspective The authors of this survey present an extensive overview of tasks related to KGs from an IR perspective,
provide a thorough review for each task, and present discussions on common issues that are shared among the tasks.
Information Retrieval with Verbose Queries The ﬁrst monograph to provide a coherent and organized survey on this
topic. It puts together the various research pieces of the puzzle, provides a comprehensive and structured overview of
diverse proposed methods, and lists several application scenarios where eﬀective verbose query processing can make
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence. Advances in Information Retrieval 35th European Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2013,
Moscow, Russia, March 24-27, 2013, Proceedings Springer This book constitutes the proceedings of the 35th European
Conference on IR Research, ECIR 2013, held in Moscow, Russia, in March 2013. The 55 full papers, 38 poster papers
and 10 demonstrations presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 287 submissions. The
papers are organized in the following topical sections: user aspects; multimedia and cross-media IR; data mining; IR
theory and formal models; IR system architectures; classiﬁcation; Web; event detection; temporal IR, and microblog
search. Also included are 4 tutorial and 2 workshop presentations. Aggregated Search A comprehensive summary of
the research in aggregated search. It also surveys diﬀerent evaluation methodologies for aggregated search and
discusses prior user studies aimed at better understanding how users behave with aggregated search interfaces. It
concludes by reviewing diﬀerent advanced topics in aggregated search. A Survey of Query Auto Completion in
Information Retrieval In information retrieval, query auto completion (QAC), also known as type-ahead and autocomplete suggestion, helps users to formulate their query when they have an intent in mind but not a clear way of
expressing this in a query. This monograph surveys this research. Algorithms of Oppression How Search Engines
Reinforce Racism NYU Press A revealing look at how negative biases against women of color are embedded in search
engine results and algorithms Run a Google search for “black girls”—what will you ﬁnd? “Big Booty” and other sexually
explicit terms are likely to come up as top search terms. But, if you type in “white girls,” the results are radically
diﬀerent. The suggested porn sites and un-moderated discussions about “why black women are so sassy” or “why
black women are so angry” presents a disturbing portrait of black womanhood in modern society. In Algorithms of
Oppression, Saﬁya Umoja Noble challenges the idea that search engines like Google oﬀer an equal playing ﬁeld for all
forms of ideas, identities, and activities. Data discrimination is a real social problem; Noble argues that the
combination of private interests in promoting certain sites, along with the monopoly status of a relatively small
number of Internet search engines, leads to a biased set of search algorithms that privilege whiteness and
discriminate against people of color, speciﬁcally women of color. Through an analysis of textual and media searches as
well as extensive research on paid online advertising, Noble exposes a culture of racism and sexism in the way
discoverability is created online. As search engines and their related companies grow in importance—operating as a
source for email, a major vehicle for primary and secondary school learning, and beyond—understanding and reversing
these disquieting trends and discriminatory practices is of utmost importance. An original, surprising and, at times,
disturbing account of bias on the internet, Algorithms of Oppression contributes to our understanding of how racism is
created, maintained, and disseminated in the 21st century.
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